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Five Levels of Research

1. Personal Experience
2. Collective Experience
3. Systematic Observation
4. Compounding Evidence
5. Preponderance of Evidence
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A Rock and Roll Metaphor

“When it comes to modern teaching and learning, high impact pedagogy is the melody, high impact technology use adds the harmonies; together you get great music.”

—Dr. Sonny Magana
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The T3 Framework for Innovation

T1: Translational
- T1.1: Automation
- T1.2: Consumption

T2: Transformational
- T2.1: Production
- T2.2: Contribution

T3: Transcendent
- T3.1: Inquiry Design
- T3.2: Social Entrepreneurship

www.maganaeducation.com
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Quadruple
“The T3 Framework is a clear, attainable, and inspirational vision for the future.
—Robert Marzano

“The T3 Framework is a brilliant breakthrough in our understanding and use of technology for learning.”
—Michael Fullan

“Magana’s T3 Framework is a powerful proposal and a compelling vision worth pursuing by all educators.”
—Yong Zhao

“Sonny Magana is an “Educational Sherpa” who will lead us all up the mountain of educational reform.”
—Alan November

“The T3 Challenge is credible, powerful, and exciting; let’s do it!”
—John Hattie
The T3 Challenge
with Dr. Sonny Magana
The T3 Academy
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